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$0. INTRODUCTION 
IN [9], R. Zimmer showed how hyperbolic and higher rank semisimple behavior can be 
used to prove indecomposability for certain kinds of equivalence relations. In [ 11, I showed 
that many of the same ideas could be used for equivalence relations with a measurably 
varying system of tree structures on the equivalence classes. In [S], Gromov initiated the 
idea of hyperbolic metric spaces, based on the notion that a certain class of metric spaces 
(e.g., Riemannian manifolds with sectional curvature bounded above by a negative con- 
stant) exhibit a tree-like appearance. He formulated this notion precisely and proceeded to 
state a number of theorems, many of which have since been proved [7]. 
It is therefore reasonable to expect that equivalence relations which come from actions 
of hyperbolic groups (i.e., groups with a hyperbolic Cayley graph) should be indecompos- 
able. More precisely, 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let S be an equivalence relation on a$nite measure space Y such that S is 
a Bore1 subset of Y x Y. Assume, for all y E Y, that the S-equivalence class S(y) of y is infinite 
and countable. Similarly, let T be an equivalence relation on aJinite measure space Z with 
Bore1 graph and infinite, countable equivalence classes. Let r be a hyperbolic group. Assume 
there exists a free measure preserving r-action on Y x Z such that: for a.e. (y, z) E Y x Z, we 
have r( y, z) = S(y) x T(z). Then r has a cyclic subgroup of finite index. 
By “measure space”, we mean a standard Bore1 space with a countably additive nonzero 
measure defined on the Bore1 sets. 
A hyperbolic group is nonamenable iff it contains a non-Abelian free group [7, 
Thtoreme 37, p. 1561. The properties “elementary”, amenable and almost cyclic (i.e., 
admitting a cyclic subgroup of finite index) are equivalent for hyperbolic groups [7, 
Proposition-definition 15, p. 1291. Of course, one expects that “most” hyperbolic groups are 
nonamenable. Gromov claims (see [7, Thloreme sans preuve 35, p. 201) that, in a very 
specific sense, almost every finitely generated group is hyperbolic. If this is in fact true, then, 
of course, it makes results about such groups all the more interesting. 
By [lo, Theorem 4.3.16 (ii), p. 841, if A is an infinite, countable, amenable group, then 
any properly ergodic, finite measure preserving A-action generates an equivalence relation 
R which is measure isomorphic to R x R. So Corollary 6.2 cannot be extended to almost 
cyclic groups. 
Corollary 6.2 follows from the following more general result. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Let I- be a hyperbolic group, let X be a$nite measure space and let there be 
given a free action of r on X by quasi-measure preserving Bore1 automorphisms. Let Y and 
Z befinite measure spaces and let S and T be countable, quasi-measure preserving, recurrent, 
Bore1 equivalence relations on Y and Z, respectively. Let X, c X and W, G Y x Z be Bore1 
sets of positive measure. Assume that there exists a quasi-measure preserving Bore1 isomor- 
phism f: W, + X0 such that: for all (y, z), (y’, z’) E W,, we have 
rf (y, 4 = rf (y’, z’) 0 (y, Y') E S, (z’, z’) E T. 
Then the action of I- on the saturation TX,, of X0 is amenable. 
In other words, if an equivalence relation coming from a free action of a hyperbolic 
group shares a subset of positive measure with a product of recurrent relations, then the 
equivalence relation is amenable on that subset of positive measure. (See Remark 2.17.) 
For the definition of an amenable action, see [lo, Definition 4.3.1, p. 781. An equivalence 
relation is quasi-measure preserving if the saturation of any null set is again null. An 
equivalence relation is countable if all of its equivalence classes are countable. An equiva- 
lence relation is recurrent if, for any set W, of positive measure, for a.e. w E W,, the 
intersection of W, with the equivalence class of w is infinite. A Bore1 isomorphism is 
quasi-measure preserving if both it and its inverse carry null sets to null sets. 
By Remark 2.17, the conclusion of Theorem 6.1 which appears above is equivalent to 
the conclusion of the version of Theorem 6.1 which appears in $6. 
I wish to stress here that neither the equivalence relations nor the r-action in 
Theorem 6.1 need be measure preserving. In this sense, Theorem 6.1 represents a pheno- 
menon which has not been observed before. 
There should be extensions of Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.2. Probably the most 
all-encompassing would be to show that a transversal to a nonamenable foliation by 
Gromov-hyperbolic metric spaces yields an equivalence relation which is indecomposable 
(even after localizing to sets of positive measure, as in Theorem 6.1). Perhaps hyperbolicity 
could be replaced by some kind of “semi-hyperbolicity” to include Zimmer’s work on higher 
rank semisimple Lie groups [9, Theorem 1.1, p. 9 and Theorem 1.2, p. 10); however one 
would have to consider actions induced from products of pairs of disjoint subgroups (see 
[lo, Definition 4.2.21, p. 751). 
In $1, we summarize the results we will need about hyperbolic groups. Boundary theory 
for hyperbolic groups [7, Chapitres 7 et S] plays a large role in later sections. In $2, we put 
general facts about countable measured equivalence relations. In $3, we prove some results 
about cocycles into hyperbolic groups. In 94, we place some results special to an equivalence 
relation generated by a free action of an infinite group I- on a finite measure space X. In $5, 
we specialize to the case where r is a nonamenable hyperbolic group. One main result 
(Proposition 5.1) is analogous to [ll, Theorem 3.7, p. 503, but our technique of proof is 
different; we employ a clever trick discovered by R. Lyons [4, proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 
4.21. Following Lyons, we use a natural map from ordered 3-tuples of distinct boundary 
points to finite subsets of the group (see Lemma 1.1). A similar map is indicated without 
proof in [S, $8.2.K, p. 2151. Finally, in rj6, we prove the Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.2. 
$1. GENERALITIES ON HYPERBOLIC GROUPS 
We fix a finitely generated group r and a finite generating set S for r. Let d: r x r + Z 
be the distance function on the Cayley graph C(T, S) of I- with respect to right translation 
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by elements of S. If w, X, y, z E I, then we define 
(xlu)w: = [4x, 4 + 4w Y) - 4% Y)1/2. 
We assume that I is hyperbolic, i.e., that there exists 6 2 0 such that, for all w, x, y, z E I, we 
have 
(xl& 2 min((xly),, (~14,) - 6. 
Let e denote the identity element of I. 
The boundary (see [7, Definition 5, p. 120, Proposition 9, p. 123 and Proposition 11, 
p. 1261) of the Cayley graph C(I, S) will be denoted X; it is a compact topological space. 
Let x E I, a E X. If h: (0, 1,2,. .} -+ r is a geodesic ray with limit a, then we define the 
Busemann function Ba(x, h) as in [7, p. 135, L-S]. If y E I, then we define the Busemann 
function fiO(x, y) as in [7, p. 135, I.-63. 
Let x E I, II, b, c E X. We define Ml’& to be the infimum of 
We define MS&: = {y E l-IF&(y) = M V&}. (The notation “MV” stands for “min value”, 
and “MS” stands for “min set”.) 
For a, b, c E X, we define MSab,: = ux MS&. 
Let 6I: = {(a, b, c) E (dr)31a # b # c # a}. Let 9 denote the collection of all nonempty 
finite subsets of I. Let I act on 6I by ~(a, b, c) = (ya, yb, yc). Let I act on 9 by left 
translation. 
The following result is proved in [2, Lemma 6.51 and in the remarks immediately 
preceding [2, Lemma 6.51. 
LEMMA 1.1. For all (a, b, c) E 6r, we haae M&,, E E 
As in [2, Definition 6.61, we define the I-equivariant function MS:X -+ 9 by 
MS((a, b, c)) = M&b,. 
$2. GENERALITIES ON COUNTABLE MEASURED EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS 
Let S be a set and let R z S x S be an equivalence relation on S. For all s E S, we denote 
the R-equivalence class of s by R(s). If So E S, then we denote the R-saturation of So by 
R(So): = ussso R(s). A subset So c S is said to be R-invariant if So = R(S,). We say that 
R is countable if R(s) is countable, for every s E S. We say that R has finite (resp. infinite) 
classes if, for every s E S, R(s) is finite (resp. infinite). 
If So c S, then we define the restriction of R to So to be 
RISo:= Rn(SoxSo). 
If R and R’ are two equivalence relations on a set S, then the equivalence relation 
generated by R and R’ is the intersection of all the equivalence relations on S which contain 
both R and R’. 
Let a group G act on a set S and let R be an equivalence relation on S. We say that 
G generates R if R = [(s, gs) 1 y E G, s E S). We say that G preserves R if, for all (s, s’) E R, for 
all g E G, we have (gs, gs’) E R. 
If R is an equivalence relation on a set S, then a fundamental domain for R is a subset 
So c S such that: for every s E S, we have ) R(s) n So I = 1. 
If R is an equivalence relation on a set S and R’ is an equivalence relation on a set S’, 
then we define an equivalence relation R x R’ on S x S’ by (R x R’)(s, s’) = R(s) x R’(s’). 
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If (X, .c%?) is a Bore1 space, i.e., a set with a a-algebra, then we say that (X, a) is standard if 
there is a complete separable metric on X which induces a topology which generates g. 
If (X, @) is a Bore1 space and R is an equivalence relation on X, then we say that R is 
Bore1 if (the graph of) R is a Bore1 subset of X x X with the product Bore1 structure .@ x .%Y. 
Definition 2.1. A 4-tuple x = (X, a’, 11, R) is a measured equivalence relation if 
(1) (X, $?) is a standard Bore1 space; 
(2) p is a nonzero, finite, countably additive measure on (X, %?); 
(3) R is a countable Bore1 equivalence relation on (X, .%?); and 
(4) for all X, E c!??, p(X,) = 0 * p(R(XO)) = 0. 
If x = (X, %?, p, R) is a measured equivalence relation and if X0 E g is of positive 
p-measure, then we define the restriction of x to X,, to be 
~1x0: = (X,, 31X0, ~1x0, RlXo). 
We will say that x has finite (resp. infinite) classes if, for every x E X, the equivalence class 
R(x) is finite (resp. infinite). 
We will say that x is recurrent if, for every X0 E a of positive p-measure, for p-a.e. 
x E X0, we have R(x) n X0 is infinite. 
Definition 2.2. Let 1: = (X, a, p, R). Then a set X0 E %? is an a.e. fundamental domain for 
x if: for p-a.e. x E X, we have 1 R(x) n X,,\ = 1. 
An equivalence relation admits an a.e. fundamental domain iff it is of “type I” (see [S, 
Definition 3.4, p. 2971). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let (X, 39) be a standard Bore1 space and let R be a Bore1 equivalence relation 
on X withjnite classes. Then there exists a Bore1 fundamental domain for R. 
Proof: Since (X, g) is a standard Bore1 space, there exists a Bore1 embedding (X, g) --f 
R, where the reals R are given the Bore1 structure generated by the standard topology. Pull 
the usual linear ordering on R back to X. 
For all x E X, define f(x): = min R(x). Let X0: = f(X). Then X0 is a Bore1 fundamental 
domain for R. n 
If x = (X, %?‘, p, R) is a measured equivalence relation, then a bijection f: X + X is said 
to be a Bore1 R-isomorphism if f carries a to a and R to R; it need not carry p to p. 
Definition 2.4. We say that x = (X, 5?‘, p, R) is measure preserving if any Bore1 R- 
isomorphism carries p to ,u. 
LEMMA 2.5. A measure preserving measured equivalence relation with injinite classes is 
recurrent. 
ProoJ: Let x = (X, g’, I*, R) be a measure preserving measured equivalence relation, let 
X0 E %? have positive p-measure and assume that there is some X1 E 9 of positive p- 
measure such that Xi E X0 and such that, for all x E Xi, we have ) R(x) n X01 < co. We wish 
to obtain a contradiction. 
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By Lemma 2.2, x1X1 admits a Bore1 fundamental domain, so there exists X’ E g such 
that, for all x E X, we have IR(x) n X’I I 1 and such that X1 E R(X’). Since p(Xi) > 0, it 
follows that p(X)) > 0. 
By [S, Theorem 1, p. 2911, there is a countable group G of Bore1 automorphisms of 
(X, g) such that, for every x E X, we have R(x) = Gx. Because x is measure preserving, it 
follows that the G-action on X preserves ,K 
Choose some well-ordering < on G. 
Fix x E X’. Since R has infinite classes, we may recursively define 
gi: = min G, 
g2: = min{g E Glgx # glx}, 
Define fi(x): = gi x, fi(x): = gzx, etc. Note that fr(x), f2(x), . . . are distinct. 
Fix a positive integer i. For each g E G, let 
x;: = {x E X’lJ(x) = gx}. 
ForeachgEG,letX$‘:= X$\(U,.,, X,.). Then the sets Xi, g E G, are pairwise disjoint and 
X’= u xb’, f;(X’) = u gX$’ 
geC YEG 
Since the G-action is measure preserving, it follows that p(X’) = p(A(X’)), for all i = 1,2,. . . . 
Then fi(X’), &(X’), . . is a sequence of pairwise disjoint subsets and 0 < p(X’) = 
/0.1(X’)) = l*(f2(X’)) = . . , contradicting the finiteness of p(X). n 
Let x = (X, 8, p, R) and g = (Y, %‘, v, S) be measured equivalence relations. A Bore1 
bijection f : X -+ Y is a strict isomorphism from x onto @Y if it carries a to %, p to v and R to 
S. If f carries g to %?. carries the measure class of p to the measure class of v and carries R to 
S, then we say that f is a strict quasi-isomorphism from x to 37. 
A Bore1 injection f : X + Y is said to be a strict embedding (resp. quasi-embedding) of 
x into ?!Y if f is a strict isomorphism of x onto gulf(X). 
We say that x = (X, g’, p, R) and ?g = (Y, %‘, 11, S) are isomorphic (resp. quasi-isomorphic 
if there exist a p-conull set X,, E 2, a v-conull set Y0 E % and a strict isomorphism (resp. 
a strict quasi-isomorphism) from XI X0 to gyl Y,. 
Definition 2.6. Let x = (X, g’, p, R) and g = (Y, %‘, v, S) be measured equivalence rela- 
tions. We say f : x -+ PJ is a stable quasi-embedding if f : X + Y is a Bore1 map and if there 
exist pairwise disjoint sets Xi, X2,. . . E 3 such that: 
(1) u Xi is ,kconull in X; 
(2) (x, x’) E R implies (f(x), f(x’)) E S; and 
(3) flXi is a strict quasi-embedding of xlXi into y, 
We stress that f need not be injective in Definition 2.6. 
We leave it to the reader to verify the following assertion. If 9 denotes the collection of 
all subsets of the integers Z, if p denotes counting measure on Z and if 6: = (Z, 9, p, Z’), 
then: x stably quasi-embeds in g iff x quasi-embeds in g x 3”. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let x = (X, 39, p, R) be a measured equivalence relation. Assume X0 E 93 and 
p(XO) > 0. Then there is a stable quasi-embedding f : x I R(X,) + x(X0 such that f(x) = x for 
all xEXO. 
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Proof By [S, Theorem 1, p. 2911, there exists a countable group G of Bore1 automor- 
phisms of (X, .?8) such that, for every x E X, we have R(x) = Gx. 
Fix some well-ordering on G such that e = min G. 
For x E R(X,), let gx: = min{g E Glgx E X0>, and define .f(x): = gxx. n 
An action of a countable group I on a measure space (X, %J, 11) is said to be measure 
preserving (resp. quasi-measure preserving) if every element of I carries &I to _@ and carries 
p to p (resp. carries p-null sets to y-null sets). 
De$nition 2.8. Let I be a countable discrete group. We say that x = (X, a’, p, R) is 
obtained from a free r-action if there is a free, quasi-measure preserving left r-action on the 
measure space (X, g, n) such that, for all x E X, we have R(x) = Tx. We say that x is 
obtained from a free, measure preserving r-action if there is a free, measure preserving left 
r-action on the measure space (X, g, p) such that, for all x E X, we have R(x) = Ix. 
The following is well-known: 
LEMMA 2.9. Let r be a countable discrete group. Assume that the measured equivalence 
relation 1 is obtained from a,free, measure preserving r-action. Then x is measure preserving. 
Proof: Let ,f : X + X be a Bore1 R-isomorphism of (X, a). Let X0 E g. We wish to show 
that P(XO) = p(f(X~)). 
Choose a well-ordering on I. For each x E X, let yx: = min{ y E rlyx = f(x)}. For each 
y E r, let X,: = {.K E Xlyx = 7). 
Then X = u, X,, where u denotes disjoint union. It therefore suffices to show, for each 
y E I, that p(X, n X,) = p(f(X, n X,)). However, for each ‘J E I, we have f(X, n X,) = 
y(X, n X,), to the result follows from the fact that the action of I on X preserves p. n 
If g = (Y, %?, v, S) and d = (Z, 9, p, T) are measured equivalence relations, then we 
definegx%:=(YxZ,%‘xx,vxp,SxT). 
Definition 2.10. A measured equivalence relation ?&” is said to be a nontrivial product 
relation if there are measured equivalence relations J?4 and 5, both with infinite classes, such 
that 7&r is isomorphic to ~3 x 3. We say that ?V is a product of recurrent relations if +V and 
$? can be chosen to be recurrent. 
We will say that (X, 8, p, R) is amenable if R is amenable on the measure space (X, 8, ;I) 
in the sense of [ 12, Definition 3.1, p. 27-J. 
If x = (X, 8, ,u, R) is a measured equivalence relation, then a partial section of x is a set 
X0 E g such that: 1 R(x) n X, 1 I 1, for all x E X. 
LEMMA 2.11. A measured equivalence relation which is not recurrent admits a partial 
section of positive measure. 
Proof Let x = (X, g’, ~1, R) be a measured equivalence relation which is not recurrent. 
Then there exists X0 E &? of positive p-measure such that x1X0 has finite classes. By 
Lemma 2.3, there is a fundamental domain Xi E @ for RIX,. Since R(X,) = R(X,), it 
follows that Xi has positive p-measure. Further, Xi is a partial section. n 
The following is a consequence of the decomposition of equivalence relations into their 
type I, II and III parts; however it is simple to give a direct proof. 
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LEMMA 2.12. Let x = (X, 9?, p, R) be a measured equivalence relation. Then there exists 
X1 ~93 such that x1X1 admits an a.e. fundamental domain and such that xl(X\X,) is 
recurrent. 
Proof We define a partial ordering on the collection of partial sections by defining 
X0 < Xb to mean: X0 c Xb and p(Xb\XO) > 0. 
Then every chain is countable and therefore has an upper bound. So we may apply 
Zorn’s Lemma and conclude the existence of a maximal element de. 
Let Xi: = R(XO). As X7-, is a partial section, it follows that XIX, admits an a.e. 
fundamental domain, namely 2,. 
Further, xl(X\X,) has no partial section by maximality of 2,. By Lemma 2.11, 
xl(X\X,) is recurrent. n 
A partial section X0 is said to be maximal if, for every partial section Xi, we have 
/4X1) 2 /Go). 
LEMMA 2.13. Any measured equivalence relation admits a maximal partial section. 
Proof: Let x = (X, ~3, p, R) be a measured equivalence relation. We will find a maximal 
partial section for x. 
By Lemma 2.12, there exists X1 E @ such that x1X1 admits an a.e. fundamental domain 
and such that xl(X\X,) is recurrent. Let X0 E ,?3 be an a.e. fundamental domain for x1X1. 
By [S, Theorem 1, p. 2911, there exists a countable group G of Bore1 automorphisms of 
(X, a) such that: for all x E X, R(x) = Gx. 
Fix g E G. We define the measure p(s on (X0, 3?lXo) by p,(B): = p(gB). Then ps and 
p/X0 are in the same measure class, so there is a real-valued positive Bore1 function f, on X0 
such that p,(B) = iBf, du, for all B E 991X0. 
Fix a well-ordering < on G. For each x E X0, define G,: = (g E GJgx # g’x, Vg’ < g}. 
Then 
/4X,): = s,, (2, fg(x)) d/4x). 
By Fubini’s Theorem, by removing a Bore1 p-null set from X0, if necessary, we may assume, 
for all .x E X,,, that 
In particular, for all x E X0, there is a go E G such that fsO(x) = maxgsc, f,(x). 
For all x E X0, let f(x): = maxgEGx f,(x), let gx: = min{g E G,J f (x) = fg(x)} and let 
h(x) = gxx. Then h(X,) is a maximal partial section of x. n 
For any measured equivalence relation (X, ~3, p, R) , let MMPS(X, g’, p, R) denote the 
measure of a maximal partial section for (X, %?‘, p, R). 
LEMMA 2.14. Let x = (X, 93, p, R) be recurrent. Let A be an amenable Bore1 sub-equiva- 
lence relation of R. Asssume that A is not recurrent. Then there exists an amenable Bore1 
sub-equivalence relation A’ of R such that A c A’ and such that 
MMPS(X, 33, p, A’) < MMPS(X, 93, p, A). 
Proof: Let X0 E g be a maximal partial section for (X, @, p, A). Since A is not recurrent, 
it follows from Lemma 2.11 that p(Xo) > 0. 
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Let RO: = RIXo. By [S, Theorem 1, p. 2911, there exists a countable group G of Bore1 
automorphisms of (X,, @[X0) such that: for all x E X0, R,(x) = Gx. 
Since R is recurrent, G must act nontrivially on X0, and so we may choose an element 
go E G and a Bore1 subset X, C_ X0 such that p(goX1 n X,) > 0, where a denotes sym- 
metric difference of sets. Replacing go by go 1 if necessary, we may assume that 
P(X, \soXr) > 0. 
Let X’: = X1 \goX1. Then p(X’) > 0 and X’ n goX’ = 8. Define an equivalence relation 
R’ on X by 
R’: = {(x, x)1x E X} u {(x,gox)(x E X’} u ((g,,x, x)1x E X’). 
Let A’ be the equivalence relation on X generated by A and R’. n 
The following is a consequence of the definition of amenability and the Banach-Alaoglu 
Theorem: 
LEMMA 2.15. Let (X, 93, p) be a measure space and assume that Al G A, c A3 z . . is an 
increasing sequence of Bore1 equivalence relations such that, for all positive integers i, 
(X, 33, p, At) is amenable. Let A: = AI u A, u A, u . . Then (X, 93, p, A) is amenable. n 
LEMMA 2.16. If x = (X, .c%, p, R) is recurrent, then there is a Bore1 sub-equivalence rela- 
tion A c R such that (X, 93, p, A) is amenable and recurrent. 
Proof: We define a partial ordering on amenable Bore1 sub-equivalence relations of 
R by declaring A’ > A to mean that A’ 1 A and that 
MMPS(X, a’, p, A’) < MMPS(X, 99, p, A). 
Then all chains are countable and therefore, by Lemma 2.15, all chains admit a maximal 
element. By Zorn’s Lemma, there is a maximal element. By Lemma 2.14, this maximal 
element is recurrent. n 
The following remark is a consequence of the definitions of amenability: 
Remark 2.17. Let x = (X, g’, /J, R) be a measured equivalence relation obtained from 
a free r-action. Suppose X0 E g has positive p-measure. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) R 1 X0 is amenable; 
(2) RI R(X,) is amenable; 
(3) the r-action on (TX,, ,~lrX,) is amenable. n 
The following lemma is also a consequence of the definitions of recurrence and of 
amenability. 
LEMMA 2.18. Let x = (X, 93, p, R) be a measured equivalence relation and assume that 
X0 E 39 has positive p-measure. 
(1) If x is recurrent, then x(X0 is recurrent. 
(2) If 21 is amenable, then x I X0 is amenable. n 
$3. COCYCLES INTO HYPERBOLIC GROUPS 
Fix an infinite hyperbolic group r, a measured equivalence relation Ily = (W, z&‘, i, Q) 
and a map CI : Q + r. We assume that r is a cocycle, i.e., that !I : Q + r is a Bore1 map (where 
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I- is given the discrete Bore1 structure) and that: for i-a.e. w E W, for every w’, w” E Q(W), we 
have CL(W, w”) = a(~‘, w”)c((w, w’). 
Let the group C2 of order two act on al- x dT by interchange of coordinates. Let i3*r 
denote the topological space (8T x 8T)/Cz, with the quotient topology. For each [ E a2r, 
we may identify [ with a subset of al-’ of cardinality either one or two. This subset is called 
the support of c and is denoted Supp(i). 
Let 9(ar) denote the topological space of probability measures on 8f’ with the weak- 
*topology. The r-action on 8r induces a dual action on 9(%) defined by 
(IV)(B) = rl(Y_ ‘B). 
A Bore1 map [ : W + a2 I- is said to be a-invariant if: for ,I-a.e. w E W, for every w’ E Q(w), 
we have c((w, w’)<(w) = [(w’). Similarly, a Bore1 map q: W ---f P(K) is said to be a-invariant 
if: for A-a.e. w E W, for every w’ E Q(w), we have c((w, w’)?(w) = I. 
Definition 3.1. A Bore1 map i’ : W -+ d2r is said to be a-maximal if: for every a-invariant 
Bore1 map [: W+ a2r, for I-a.e. w E W, Supp(c(w)) E Supp([‘(w)). 
We will say that c1 is bipolar if: for every a-invariant ye : W -+ P(X), for A-a.e. w E W, the 
measure v](w) E 9(K) is supported on one point or on two points. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that IX is bipolar. If there exists an u-invariant Bore1 map W-, d2r, 
then there exists an u-maximal Bore1 map W-+ d2r. 
Proof: For each [ E &T, let % E Y(ar) denote the (unique) measure satisfying Supp([) = 
Supp(c) and satisfying: every one point subset of al- has measure 0 or l/2 or 1. 
Let Z denote the set of all a-invariant Bore1 maps [: W-+ d2r. For each [ E I, let 
SC): = {w E WI ISuPP(i(w))l = 2). 
We claim that if iI, 12,. . . E I, then there exists [E Z such that S(c) = u S([i). Let 
Si: = S(ii), for all i. Let Sj: = Si\(Sr u . . u Si- I), for all i. Let S,: = Sr u S2 u . . . For all 
i, for all x ES;, let c(x): = [i(X). For all x E X\S,, let c(x): = [r(x). Then [E Z and 
S(l) = u S([,), proving the claim. 
Let M: = sup{A(S([))J[ E I}. It follows from the claim that there exists co E Z such that 
M = A(S([,)). It also follows, for all i E I, that S([)\S([,) is I-null. 
Fix [E I. We wish to show, for A-a.e. w E W, that Supp(i(w)) G S~pp([~(w)). 
Since c( is bipolar, it follows, for A-a.e. w E S(iO), that ISupp[(c(w) + ~,(w))/2]1 I 2, and 
we conclude that Supp([(w)) c Supp({,(w)). 
It remains to show, for A-a.e. w E W\S(iO), that Supp([(w)) c Supp([,(w)). So assume 
that WI E& has positive J-measure, that WI c W\S([,) and, for every w E W,, that 
Supp([(w)) $ S~pp([~(w)). We wish to obtain a contradiction. 
Since S([)\S([,) is ,I-null, we may remove a A-null Bore1 subset from WI and assume 
that WI E W\S([). 
Removing a A-null Bore1 subset from WI, we may assume that: for every w E WI, for 
every w’ E Q(W), we have a(w, w’)[(w) = c(w’). 
By a-invariance of [ and of Co, we may replace WI by Q( WI) and assume that WI is 
Q-invariant. For all w E WI, let i’(w) be the element of a2f’ whose support is 
SUPP(i(W)) u SuPP(M4). 
For all w E W\ W,, let i’(w): = [e(w). Then S([‘) = S([)u W,, so ;I(S([‘)) > M, a 
contradiction. n 
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LEMMA 3.3. Jf (’ : W -+ a2 r and [’ : W -+ 13~ I- are both cc-maximal, then, for A-a.e. w E W, 
we have i(w) = i’(w). 
Proof: It follows from Definition 3.1 that: for 3,-a.e. w E W, we have Supp(c(w)) G 
Supp(i’(w)) and Supp([‘(w)) c Supp([(w)). But an element of a21 is determined by its 
support, so we are done. n 
LEMMA 3.4. Let Q’, Q” be Bore1 sub-equivalence relations of Q. Assume that there exists 
a countable group G acting on W by Bore1 automorphisms such that: 
(1) G preserves Q’, i.e., (ql, qd E Q’, g E G =r (gql, gq2) E Q’; and 
(2) G generates Q”, i.e., (ql, qz) E Q” o Gq, = Gq,. 
Then any (al Q’)-maximal Bore1 map W+ d, I- is (rlQ”)-invariant. 
Proof Let i : W-+ a2r be (al Q’)-maximal. We wish to show that [ is (aIQ”)-invariant. 
Fix g E G. By (2) it suffices to show, for i-a.e. w E W, that i(w) = m(g-rw, w)i(g-‘w). 
However, by (l), w ++ cc(g-‘w, w)[(g-‘w) is a-maximal, so Lemma 3.3 completes the 
proof. n 
LEMMA 3.5. If W, E & has positive J-measure and ~1 W, is bipolar, then alQ( W,) is 
bipolar. 
Proof: Replacing YY by ?YlQ( W,), we may assume that W = Q( W,). 
Let q: W-+ p(;lr) be p-invariant. We wish to show that: for a.e. w E W, y(w) is 
supported on one or two points. 
Since al W, is bipolar, there is a I-null set Z E r4 such that for all w E W,\Z, n(w) is 
supported on one or two points. Replacing Z by Q(Z), we may assume that Z is Q-invariant. 
Possibly replacing Z by a larger i-null set in -R, we may assume: for all w E W\Z, for all 
w’ E Q(W), we have CC(W, w’)q(w) = I. 
Then, for all w E W\Z, there is a point wO E (W,\Z) n Q(W), and q(wO) is supported on 
one or two points; it follows that q(w) = a(wO, w)q(wO) is supported on one or two 
points. n 
54. EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS GENERATED BY GROUP ACTIONS 
We fix an infinite, countable, discrete group I and a measured equivalence relation 
1 = (X, .c?$ p, R) obtained from a free I-action. We define fl: R --f r by /?(x, yx) = y. 
Let .% denote the set of nonempty finite subsets of I. Then T acts on 9 by left 
translation. If X0 E 98 is of positive p-measure and if A g RI X, is a Bore1 sub-equivalence 
relation of RIXo, then we say that a function x E+ F,: X0 --f 9 is (/?[A)-invariant if: for 
p-a.e. x E X0, for all x’ E A(x), we have fi(x, x’)F, = F,,. 
We give 9 the discrete Bore1 structure; a function x H F,: X0 -+ 9 is Bore1 if the 
preimage of any subset of 9 is an element of a. 
LEMMA 4.1. If X, E %Y has positive u-measure and if A s RIXo is a recurrent Bore1 
sub-equivalence relation, then there exists no (/I I A)-invariant Bore1 function X,, + 9. 
Proof: Let .Y H F, : X0 -+ 9 be Bore1 and (/31 A)-invariant. We wish to obtain a contra- 
diction. 
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Since (X, g) is a standard Bore1 space, there exists a Bore1 injection X + R and we pull 
back the usual linear ordering on R to a linear ordering on X. For every x E X,,, let 
fx: = min(y- ‘xl? E F,}. Note that, for p-a.e. x E X0, for every x’ E A(x), we have 
{PXIY E F,) = {Y_lX’lY E F,s}, 
and so fx = fx,. 
Choose any well-ordering on r. For each x E X,, let 
yx: = min{y E T(yf, E A(x)). 
Then {YJJx E X0> . IS a Bore1 fundamental domain for (X0, 99 ( X0, p 1 X0, A), contradicting 
recurrence of A. n 
$5. EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS GENERATED BY NONAMENABLE HYPERBOLIC GROUPS 
We fix a nonamenable hyperbolic group r and a measured equivalence relation x = 
(X, 9, I*, R) obtained from a free r-action. 
We define fi: R + r by /?(x, yx): = y. Then /I is a cocycle. 
If X, E 9 is a set of positive p-measure and if RO: = RJXo, then a function [ : X, + 
P(ar) is said to be (fiIR,,)-invariant if, for p-a.e. x E X0, for every x’ E R,(x), we have 
B(x, x%(x) = i(x’). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let X0 E 9I have positive p-measure. Let A s RIX,, be a recurrent 
Bore1 sub-equivalence relation. Then PI A is bipolar. 
Proof: Let c : X0 + P(ar) be a Borel, (/?I A)-’ invariant function. We wish to show, for 
p-a.e. x E X0, that the measure i(x) is supported on one or two points. 
Assume that ISupp([(x))( > 2, for all x in some Bore1 subset of X0 of positive p-measure. 
Replacing X0 by this subset, we may assume that ISupp(i(x))I > 2, for all x E X0. We wish 
to obtain a contradiction. 
Let P(9) denote the space of probability measures on the countable, discrete Bore1 
space Y. 
Fix q E P(9). Make a listing F,, F2,. . . of all of the elements of 9, without repetitions. 
Let M be the maximum of rl({Fi}) over i = 1,2,. . . Reordering, we may assume that 
M = ~({Fi}), for i = 1,. . . ,k and that M>q({Fi)), for i=k+l,k+2 ,.... Define 
G(q): = F1 u . . u Fk. This defines a r-map G: 9(F) + F. 
Recall (from the remarks following Lemma 1.1) the r-map MS : 6X -+ 9 which induces 
a r-map MS, : 9(6X) -+ P(9). For all x E X0, since \Supp(i(x))l > 2, the measure 
0,: = (i(x) x i(x) x i(x))l~X 
is not the zero measure and so l/o, /) : = w,(6X) # 0, we define myrn: = o,/ //co, 1). Then 
x H G(MS,(o~‘“)): X0 + 9 
is (fl( A)-invariant, contradicting Lemma 4.1. n 
As in 93, let CZ denote the symmetric group on two letters and let C, act on dr x al-’ by 
interchanging coordinates. Then the diagonal action of f’ on dr x 8T’ commutes with the 
C2-action, and hence descends to an action of r on dzT: = (K x 8’/&. Give 8r x dT’ the 
Bore1 structure generated by the product topology and give a2r the quotient Bore1 
structure coming from the natural map dT’-t a,r. 
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LEMMA 5.2. The action of I- on a2r is amenable (in the sense of [lo, Dejinition 4.3.1, 
p. 781) with respect to any r-quasi-invariant Bore1 measure on CJ2r. 
Proof Let 2 be a I-quasi-invariant Bore1 measure on a,I. We will show that the action 
of I on (dzI, A) is amenable. 
By Lemma 2.3, there is a Bore1 fundamental domain F for the action of the symmetric 
group C, on ar x ar, acting by interchange of coordinates. Let e denote the nontrivial 
element of C, and let F’: = oF. Note that F’ is then another Bore1 fundamental domain for 
the action of C, on ar x ar. 
Identifying a21 = (ar x aI)/& with F, we identify the measure i on a,I with 
a measure AF on F. Similarly, we obtain a measure AF, on F’. Let 2,: = (3.F + ;LF.)/2. 
Then the action of I on (ar x ar, 2,) is quasi-measure preserving. Further, the natural 
map dI x aI’ + &I- carries i* to i. Since this map has finite fibres and is I-equivariant, it 
suffices to show that the action of I on (ar x ar, 2,) is amenable. 
Let rr: ar x ar -+ ar denote projection onto the first coordinate. Since 7~ is I- 
equivariant, by [3, Corollary C] (cf. [13, Theorem 2.4, p. 359]), it suffices to show that the 
action of I on (ar, n,(&)) is amenable. 
By [2, Theorem 5.11, the action of I’ on aI is amenable with respect to any r- 
quasi-invariant measure. As A* is I-quasi-invariant, so is rc*(3,,), and we are done. n 
LEMMA 5.3. Let X0 E 2J have positive p-measure, let R,: = RI X0 and assume that there is 
an (fil RO)-invariant Bore1 function X0 -+ P(ar). Then x I X0 is amenable. 
Proof Let 2,: = R(X,). 
By Lemma 2.7, there is a stable quasi-embedding f : x 1 x0 + x(X,. By assumption, there 
is an (PI R,)-invariant Bore1 function rl :X, + s(aI). Then 
x H B(f(x), x)~(f(x)) : 2, + 9w-) 
is (PI X,)-invariant. 
Furthermore, by Remark 2.17, the amenability of XIX, is equivalent to the amenability 
of x I %, . We may therefore replace x by x I x0 and X, by X, and assume that X = X0 and 
R = RO. By Remark 2.17, it now suffices to show that the r-action on (X, cl) is amenable. 
By Lemma 2.12, choose Xr such that XIX, admits a Bore1 fundamental domain and 
such that ,Y/(X\X,) is recurrent. It is a consequence of the definition of amenability [12, 
Definition 3.1, p. 271 that: amenability of x is equivalent to amenability of x ((X \X,). 
Replacing x by xl(X\X,) we may assume that R is recurrent. 
Then, by Proposition 5.1, fl is bipolar. By assumption, there exists a p-invariant function 
q(x) : X -+ P(X). Since fl is bipolar, it follows, for p-a.e. x E X, that v](x) is supported on one 
or two points. 
Identifying {B c_ arll I JBI I 23 with a,I, the map x H Supp(y~(x)) is identified with 
a p-invariant Bore1 map i : X + a2r. 
By definition of the cocycle ,8 and of b-invariance, it follows that the map [ is 
I-equivariant. By Lemma 5.2, the action of I on (a,I, i,(p)) is amenable, so, by [3, 
Corollary C] (cf. [ 13, Theorem 2.4, p. 359]), the action of r on (X, p) is also amenable. This 
is what was required. H 
$6. INDECOMPOSABILITY 
We fix a nonamenable hyperbolic group I. 
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THEOREM 6.1 Let x = (X, W, p, R) be a measured equivalence relation obtained from 
afree r-action and let %‘- = (W, &, 2, Q) be a product of recurrent relations. Let X,, E 29 have 
positive u-measure and let W, E d have positive I-measure. Assume that x(X0 is isomorphic to 
WI W,. Then x 1 X0 and WI W, are amenable. 
Proof: Since x(X0 is isomorphic to WI W,, it suffices to show that x(X, is amenable. 
Removing Bore1 null sets from W, and X,,, if necessary, we may assume that there is 
a strict isomorphism f : WI W, + XIX,, . 
Let Woo: = Q( W,). Assume that there exist recurrent measured equivalence relations 
?V = (Y, %, v, S) and 9’ = (Z, 9, p, T) such that W = g x 6. 
Then, by Lemma 2.7, there is a stable quasi-embedding c: WI I%, -+ W( W, such that 
c(w)= w,forallwE We.LetJ:= foc.Thenf:~]We + x is a stable quasi-embedding and 
f(w) = f(w), for all w E W,. 
For every W’ E W, define Qw, : = Q) IV’. 
Define p: R + I- by j?(x, yx) = y and define CI: Q wO + I by c((w, w’): = fi(f(w), f(w’)). 
By Lemma 2.16, choose Borel, recurrent sub-equivalence relations A G S and B G T 
such that (Y, V, v, A) and (Z, 9, p, B) are amenable. Let Ar: = {(y, y)]y E Y} and AZ: = 
{(z, z)lz E Z} denote the diagonal equivalence relations on Y and Z. 
By [S, Theorem 1, p. 2911, there exist countable groups G and H of Bore1 automor- 
phisms of (Y, %‘) and (Z, 9) such that the orbits of G and H are the equivalence classes S and 
T, respectively. Let Zr (resp. Za) denote the one element group consisting of the identity 
transformation of on Y (resp. Z). 
For every W’ E W, define 
SW,: = (S x AZ)1 w’, 
T w,: = (Ar x T)I W’, 
A w,: = (A x Aa)1 w’, 
B W,:=(Ay~B)IW’. 
Let Sxo, T,,, Ax, and Bx, denote the equivalence relations on X0 corresponding to SW,, 
Tw,,, Aw,, and Bw~, respectively, under the isomorphism f. Let Rx,: = RIX,,. 
Now A x As is recurrent and amenable; by Lemma 2.18, AI.v,, and A, are recurrent and 
amenable. Then A, is recurrent and amenable. Similarly, Ar x T is recurrent, so TWO and 
TwO are recurrent; T,, is also recurrent. 
By Proposition 5.1, j? I Ax, is bipolar, so tx IA wO is bipolar. It follows from Lemma 3.5 that 
cc] Am0 is bipolar. Similarly, ~11 TwO is bipolar. 
my amenability of A*,, there exists a (~1 AwO)-invariant Bore1 map q : w. + P(dr). By 
Lemma 3.2, there exists a (@I APO)-maximal Bore1 map ‘I’ : I%‘, + p(aI). 
Now (I, x H)] We preserves Aw, and generates Tw,, so we may apply Lemma 3.4 and 
conclude that q’ : m. + 9(X) is (al TWO)-invariant. 
By Lemma 3.2, there exists a (~1 Tm,)-maximal Bore1 map ye”: W, + p(ar). Since 
(G x Za)J We preserves Tw, and generates SW,, we apply Lemma 3.4 once more and conclude 
that q” is (~lSw~)-invariant. 
However, SW, and TwO generate QmO, so 11” is (a]Qw,)-invariant. In particular, the 
restriction r]“J W, : W, + 9(Z) is (CC] Q,,)-invariant. 
Since -/lr] W, is isomorphic to XI X0 and the cocycles c( IQwO and p 1 Rx, correspond under 
this isomorphism, we see that there is a (PI R,,,)-invariant Bore1 map X, -+ P(ar). By 
Lemma 5.3, x1X0 is amenable, as desired. n 
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COROLLARY 6.2. Let -W = (W, -02, A, Q) be a nontrivial product relation and assume that 
there is a A-conull subset W, E zf such that WI W, is obtainedfrom a free, measure preserving 
r-action. Then I- is almost cyclic. 
Proof Assume that there exist measured equivalence relations ?Y and SY with infinite 
classes such that -W = CY x SF’. We wish to show that I-’ is almost cyclic. 
By Lemma 2.9, w is measure preserving. It follows that both SY and %” are measure 
preserving. By Lemma 2.5, SY and %” are recurrent. 
By Theorem 6.1 (with x = %‘-I W, and X0 = X = W,) we conclude that the action of 
I- on ( W,, 11 W,) is amenable. However, this action preserves the finite measure 11 W,, so, by 
[lo, Proposition 4.3.3, p. 793, r is amenable. 
By [ 10, Example 4.1.10, p. 631 and [ 10, Proposition 4.1.6(a), p. 611, r cannot contain 
a non-Abelian free group. Then, by [7, Thkorime 37, p. 1573, I- contains a cyclic subgroup 
of finite index. n 
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